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This is Book 2 in the Sweet Cove Cozy Mystery SeriesThe main mystery is solved in each book but
you will enjoy the series more if the books are read in order as some story threads run from book to
book. Angie Roseland has closed her Sweet Dreams Bake Shop for a few months until she can
move the shop to its new location. Her sister, Ellie, has just opened a bed and breakfast in Sweet
Cove and Angie is helping her run it. Their youngest sister, Courtney, has a part time job at Finch
Confectioners where the owner is known around town for being nasty and mean. When Finch is
found murdered in his shop, the Roseland sisters, with the help of two fine felines, are drawn into
the search for the killer.A cozy mystery with recipes !This story has some mild paranormal
elements.In The Sweet Cove Mystery series:1. The Sweet Dreams Bake Shop2. Murder So Sweet
3. Sweet Secrets 4. Sweet Deceit 5. Sweetness and Light6. Home Sweet Home7. Sweet Fire and
Stone And more to come !Thank you for reading
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A cozy paranormal series like no other. Mystery and murder in a small eastern town. Four sisters

discover they have inherited "unique abilities" as they solve the whodunit with the subtle input of
their kitties. This is not your typical "cozy" or spooky paranormal. There are even a couple of
chuckles within the pages. The recipes included from the sister's B&B are oh so yummy.

Angie and her sisters Jenna, Ellie, and Courtney are back in the second Sweet Cove mystery by J.
A. Whiting. In the last book, we learned that the sisters may have inherited some psychic ability from
their Nana. However, thus far only Angie and Courtney have exhibited any ability. All of the sisters
are living together in the Victorian house that Angie was bequeathed in the first book. Ellie is
running part of the house as a B & B. Angie plans to reopen her bake shop and cafe in another part
of the house as soon as the house is through probate and she gets the money to do the renovations
necessary for her shop. Her twin, Jenna, has already opened a jewelry shop in another area of the
Victorian mansion.Courtney, the youngest sister, has just graduated college and has been working
for the disagreeable confectioner in town. She and Angie find him stabbed to death in his own shop.
None of the townspeople are sorry to hear of his demise. His estranged brother shows up in town
the day that his brother dies and has booked lodgings at the B & B. The girls are asked by Chief
Martin to use their powers to help with the investigation. He had worked with their Nana in the past.If
you like your murders mostly gore free, this could be the mystery for you. I strongly suggest that you
read them in order.

Book 2:With the move into her inherited home a beautiful old Victorian home just down the street
from her old bake shop location, Angieâ€™s sister Ellie is preparing to open a bed and breakfast.
Angie has big plans for her new bake shop; however the construction is taking longer than
expected.Courtney before graduating is working part time in Finchâ€™s Confectioners when Mr.
Finch is murdered. Mr. Finch was very mean and nasty and not many were very upset about his
demise. Mr. Finch has a brother whom he has not seen in 50 years, who just happens to show up
the day of the murder. Itâ€™s an interesting story line when you learn more about the deceased Mr.
Finch and begin to see why the girls are attaching themselves to their guest, Mr. Finch.While
searching for the murderer, we now have two cats helping out. The story line is good, the humor
and laughter is great.

I love this book, it is a true continuation from Book One (Sweet Dreams Bake Shop) and answers
many questions and will lead you to many more which in my case, led me to instantly begin book
three. Ah well.All four sisters, Angie, Jenny, Courtney, and Ellie are present along with their adopted

cat, Euclid. By the ending of this book, there will be two new characters added to the stage.The
sisters are living in the Victorian as caretakers, running a B&B (court okayed) and a Jewelry shop of
Jenna's. Angie is freelancing her baking goods and life has a rhythm. Courtney gets a part-time job
at the local candy store. Only one day Courtney gets a 'premonition' and asks Angie to walk her to
work...They arrive and the store is dark but, the front door is open...I know...I know...but they did
anyways...a body is discovered and the girls find out more about their deceased Nana than they
knew before!There are the wonderful action scenes. Not predictable although you would have
thought so with the going in the door...surprise!I really enjoy this Author...how fast can she write???

I really enjoyed this book because it is a well written and skillfully plotted mystery.We learn more
about the likeable cast of characters introduced in book 1 and are also introduced to 2 new
characters who have important roles in later books in this series: Victor Finch and the cat
Circe.Victor Finch was cruelly abused by his brother Thaddeus fifty years ago. They have not been
in contact since Thaddeus pushed Victor down a flight of stairs, crippling him for life and stealing
everything he owned. Victor comes to Sweet Cove hoping for some healing and reconciliation
between them but Thaddeus is murdered.Victor's story is quite moving because he suffered so
much yet was willing to forgive.He stays at the B&B and becomes close friends with Angie and her
sisters. At the request of police chief Martin, they work together using their psychic gifts to help find
the murderer, and are helped by their cats Euclid and Circe.This is another good cozy paranormal
mystery that readers can enjoy.

This is the second in the series and she has moved a little closer to a paranormal mystery though is
still quite firmly using the cozy formula. The cats have taken on a bit more character but she still
needs to amp up the sisters by quite a bit. It is a quick clean read but there is nothing that
distinguishes it from the flood of this type of book that we currently see on . She has some good
concepts she just needs to bring them to the forefront or this series is going to disappear into the
crowd.
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